NEW HOPE UNIFORM POLICY

BOTTOMS
For grades K-12: Properly fitting, plain blue denim jeans, capris, skorts, and Bermuda length shorts
For grades K-7: Navy blue twill pants, capris, skorts, and Bermuda length shorts
For grades 8-12: Tan twill pants, capris, skorts, and Bermuda length shorts.

- No tears, holes or frays; no excessive pockets, zippers, patches, bleaching, embroidery or designs.
- No denim of any other color.
- Navy, sweats, knits or any other fabric for bottoms.
- No jeggings or excessively tight stretch denim or stretchy skinny jeans.
- Shorts & skorts must be no more than 4” above the middle of the knee.
- No skirts allowed.
- Pants must not be excessively tight or oversized; NO crotches worn to the knees, nor pants falling down or exposed underwear or skin.
- A belt must be worn on any looser fitting pants that sag
- For recess & PE only, navy sports shorts with logo.

TOPS
Official New Hope t-shirts, sweatshirts, golf shirts, sweaters or polo/rugby shirts in the designated colors with logo.

- Shirts must be properly sized. NOT worn to the knees, or worn too small and tight.
- During PE, Fitness, recess and sports practices plain t-shirts may be worn, but not sleeveless.
- Only sweatshirts, pullovers, hooded or zipped with the NHA logo or official NHA navy blue fleece or lined jackets with logo may be worn indoors.
- A NHA shirt with logo must be worn under outerwear at all times, no tank tops or t-shirts.

COLORS
Gold
Evergreen Green
Deep Royal Blue

GRADES
K-4th
5th - 7th
8th - 12th

OUTER WEAR
- Any outerwear may be worn to and from school or on the playground at recess.
- Only sweatshirts, pullovers, hooded or zipped with the NHA logo or official NHA navy blue fleece or lined jackets with logo may be worn indoors.
- A NHA shirt with logo must be worn under outerwear at all times, no tank tops or t-shirts.

FIELD TRIP UNIFORM K-12
All student are required to wear twill bottoms & collared NHA knit shirt on all field trips; no jeans or t-shirts

FOOTWEAR
- Rubber soled tennis shoes in neutral colors are the preferred footwear
- No flip-flops, high heels, jellies, sandals, mules, slippers, platforms, etc...
- Low heeled, (1 ½ inches or less) plain boots in neutral colors may be worn during cold weather with full-length pants, not capris, shorts or skorts.
- Only neutral colors for footwear trims and laces; no excessive zippers, buckles or patterns.
- Socks and tights in solid designated grade level colors, or neutral black, navy, or white; no designs, fishnets or bright colors.
- Belts in neutral shades worn correctly with looped pants. No chains.
- In all of the above rules neutral shades refers to brown, black, beige, white, navy or school colors.

HAIR & ACCESSORIES
- Jewelry and headbands must be of modest size, gold, silver, neutral or school colors.
- Excessive amounts of jewelry, scarves, & hair accessories are not allowed.
- Hats & head coverings are not allowed (except for religious purposes)
- Hair color must be within the natural spectrum (no blue, pink, purple etc…) and must be kept clean, neat & off the face.
- Excessive facial piercing and visible tattoos are not allowed.